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EDITORIAL STATEMENT (i)

BORDIGHERA POETRY PRIZE
Daniela Gioseffi (1)
Carolyn Guinzio (2)

ESSAY
Dennis Barone. “Beating the Marbles Game”: The Hagiography of John Fante. (11)

NON-FICTION
Cynthia Savaglio. Confessions of a Closet Contadina. (29)
Mariana Romano and Tom Romano. Coming ‘Cross, Melding in: A Father and Daughter Reflect. (45)
Salvina Barresi. She’s Bensonhurst. (63)

FICTION
Carmela Palazzo Hakan. Eyelash Moon. (69)

POETRY
Paola Corso. Death by Renaissance. (89); Elsewhere. (94)
Dena M. Pope. For my Napoleon, my Mussolini. (95)
Sharon Charde. Long Marriage. (96); Passeggiata. (97); Wedding. (98); Cinque Terre. (99)

Victoria Garton. Some Indulgence. (100); Along Lido’s Fringe of Sandy Beaches. (101)
Joan Bauer. From the Convent of San Matteo. (102)
Rina Ferrarelli. Tangent. (105)
Vincenzo Macrino. Baked with Basil and Sun-dried Tomatoes. (106)
Jennifer Lagier. Cynics’ Network News. (107); Passionate about the Passion. (108)
Dorothy Guglielmo. Christ was a Hod Carrier. (109)

2004 ITALIAN AMERICAN CULTURAL FOUNDATION ESSAY CONTEST WINNERS
Phyllis Ann LaValle (113)
Daniel Marangoni (119)
Danielle Metz (121)
Brian Fyfe (124)
Rebecca McBridge (126)
Lisa Molitoris (130)
Jon DiNardo (133)

REVIEW
Carmine Sarracino. The Idea of the Ordinary. (Gerry LaFemina) (139)